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"A rustic character, very warm, open, pleasant and easy going'', was how Jascha Horenstein described Janàè'ek alter
they met at the ISCM Festival in Frankfurt in the summer of 1927. He took an immediate liking to th e Czech
composer and was fortunate to spend some time with him discussing his music, particularly the "Sinfonietta" and his
last opera "From the House of the Dead", at that time sti ll a work in progress. Shortly alter that meeting Horenstein
conducted the Viennese premiere of the "Sinfonietta" (12 February 1928, with the same orchestra as featured on
this recording ), and during the 1931/32 season directed at least eight fully-staged performances in Düsseldorf of
"Aus einem Totenhaus" to critical and public acclaim that resonated throughout Germany. For that production he
was assisted, and his appreciation of the composer further stimulated, by Max Brod, a close friend and colleague of
Janàè'ek's (and of Kafka's) and a tireless promoter of his music. The production in Düsseldorf was the last time the
opera was staged in Germany until the mid-1950s, burdened not only by Nazi disapproval but also by its
uncompromisingly bleak prison camp setting, a sensitive subject in post-war Germany.
Alter the war Horenstein continued to perform Janàè'ek's music on rad io, on recordings and in concerts, including
the Argentine premiere of the "Sinfonietta" in Buenos Aires in 1951 and the American premiere of "The Makropulos
Case" in San Francisco in 1966. The present reco rdi ng of "House of the Dead", the opera's French prem iere, was
given in concert form in one of Radio France's Paris stud ios on 14 May 1953. Sung in French before an invited
audience, the opera was broadcast live on national radio but the date clashed with a performance by the visiting
Vienna State Opera, and Horenstein's prediction that "nota single member of the press will be at my concert!" was
not much of an exaggeration. This was unfortunate because the occasion found him, the orchestra and the vocalists
in top dramatic form · concentrated, involved and inte nsely engaged. To listen to the opera in French may disappoint
those fami liar with the original Czech, but there is compensation in some fine characterization and vocal acting from
the principal members of the cast. The version recorded here uses Universal Edition's posthumously published score
from 1930 that included various modifications by editors as wel l as the inclusion of a more optimistic end ing, none of
which were sanctioned by the composer and which have been discarded in the recently published critical edition.
Horenstein admired Janàè'ek for his independence and for the utter originality of his language, untouched by the
compositional trends of his time. ln the case of the "Si nfonietta", the work entered his repertoire alter his meeting
with the composer when he was still a young and inexperienced conductor, and resu rfaced when he included it in
several post-war performances before recording it for Vox Records in 1955, the source for the present recording.
The sessions took place during a two week period in Vienna that also included recordings of "Taras Bulba",
Bruckner's 8th Symphony (PASC 429) and violin concertos by Bruch and Sibelius (PASC 516) played by Ivry Gitlis. An
early recording of the "Sinfonietta" often criticized for its lack of propulsive energy, Horenstein's reading is
contemplative and inward·looking, perhaps influenced by Janàè'ek's withdrawal of its "Milita ry'' appel lation,
employing slow, deliberate tempi and textures that introduce an element of wistfu l nostalgia into the music and
underline the sombre nobility of its Slavic roots.
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